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Abstract 

:\onequilibrium thermodynamics for surfaces is used to obtain general formulae for elec
trochemical cells. This theory gives boundary conditions for all thermodynamic variables 
at surfaces. enabling us to integrate the electric field across the electrode surface. Half cell 
potentials are obtained by integration half way through the celL The electrode surface 
is seen as a two-dimensional. polarized. electroneutral, and open thermodynamic system. 
The electric potential jump across the surface gives significant contributions to the cell 
emf compared to the electrolyte contribution to the cell emf. The theory reduces to 
the classical emf values for certain conditions. and imposes conditions on experimental 
designs and interpretations. 

KeYWOl'do: surface contribution. nonisothermal electrode concentration cells. 

1. Introduction 

\Ye hnn> reccntly used the theory of llonequilibriuIll thenlloclYllClmics for 
surfaccs )] to dcscribe elcctrodc surfaces of gah'Clnic cdb '. \Yc ha\'c 
predicrec! temperature .iumps and fornHllatc(l r1('\\' equatiolls for ()\'erpo
tClltials for somc selected sillgle ciectrodes. \Ye have arwlyzed surface 
conditions at tht· mlOdc and cathode ill the aluminium cl(:'C'trolysi~ cell 
These ca:;c~ all COIlcern cells in operation. e.g .. cells 'with Cl sizable cun-ell, 
dCllsity. j. \Ye shall nov; see in more detail hm\' the cm! measurement can 
he descrihed and understood in terms of nonequilibrimll thermodynamics 
for surface" a!le! hulk materials. 

:Th" :\T:\l'jSI:\TEF Light )'letal ('eliter of Excellellce is thanked for supporting the 
:'lay of Bedeaux ill \'orway. Hansen is grateful to the EXPO)'IAT progrillll and the alu
llliniulll industry of :\orway for a research grant. The Human ).Iobility and Resources 
program in the :3.El framework program Grant no.CI-IRX-Ct.9:2-0007 is also acknowl
"dg(·d. 
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A simple example is used to bring out the features of the theory: a cell 
with sodium amalgam electrodes and the ceramic material ::\a20·6A1203, 
3"-alumina. as electrolyte. In common notation this is gIven by: 

::\a(Hg) 13" - alumina 1 ::\a(Hgj. (1 ) 

Sodium is dissolved in mercury. in different amounts on the two sides. The 
temperatures of the two sides are also different. A negligible positive current 
is passing from left to right in the cell during the emf measurement: here 
carried by ::\ a + in 3" -alumina. The emf (in Volts) of the concentration cell 
(1) is. at constant temperature, according to classical thermodynamics: 

1 c 
F (J.l"a (2) 

where p", is the chemical potential of ::\a (in .J mol-I). F IS Faraday·s 
constant. and superscripts C and" indicate cathode and anode. respectiHcly. 
The thermoelectric power of the same cell is. for slllall ::::::'T = T e T" and 
constant fL,,": 

(3) 

Here s~~ is the entropy of ::\ a in the metal. S; _ and S~a + are the transported 
entropies in the metal and the ceramic material. respectively. and T is the 
temperature. In this context we aim to answer the follov;ing questions: 
where do the contributions to the cell emf come from. hcw; do they vary 
and what are their likely magnitudes·: The exact solution for potcmial and 
temperature profiles will be given for j 0 \\-hen '.\"C0 have stationary statp 
conditions in the cell. 

E!lO\\-lecige of energy challges clurillg IT\·ersi b le Trall:,fc!rIlla t ion of chcIll
ical to electric energy gi\·es a basis for understallding the electrochemical cell 
in operation. Our long range aim is to uIlderstalld how energy changes can 
be made efficient. that is wit hou t more entropy prod net ion than necessary. 
in cells in operation. i.e .. when j =!= O. As premises for the derivation \ye nse 
that the cell is everywhere electroneutral. alld that the surface polarization 
is constant in time. 

On this background \ye deriye first the em.f contributions from the 
bulk materials. and next the (significant) contributions fi'om the electrode 
surfaces. The potential difi"erences anos:, the surfaces of the electrodes arc 
given Cl completely npw meaning through this analysis. The general ex
pression for cmf defines the conditions for the cmf experiment and sho,,\" 
relations bet\yeen different properties of the cell. A strict new expressio!l 
can be given for entluation of cell emf" for large temperature gradients. 

::\onequilihrium thermodynamics for surfaces [1] assumes that the sur
face is capable of storing so much t'llergy and/or matter that onc may define 
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the surface as a separate system in the thermodynamic sense. This was 
already done by GIBBS [5]: see BOCI~RIS and KHA:\ for a recent reference 
in electrochemistry [6]. Hence. we can haye temperatures and chemical po
tentials at the surface which are different from those of the bulk materials 
if the system is not in equilibrium. A cell notation which illustrates this is: 

y (H ,<(1!3'" I . _,a, g) I~" -a umma !::\a(Hg). (4) 

The separate. open thermodynamic systems defined by the anode and cath-
ode metal! electrolyte interfaces are giyen the notation ! and !s.C!. 

Sodium is consumed in the anode surface according to 

::\ a --'0 ::\ a + + f (5 ) 

In the cathode surface. sodium is produced by the reverse of reaction (5), 

The density of Hg is expected to drop to zero faster than that of ::\a. because 
3" -alumina prefers the presence of::\ a. There is an excess of ::\ a in the surface 
relative to the equimolar surface of mercury. see Fig. 1. The extension of the 
surface is given by the polarized ::\a, The sur'face thickness. 6. is thus the 
distance between::\ on the electrolyte side of the surface and the electron 
(i ts image charge) on the met al side of the surface. The surface thickness 
is naturally of molecular order. This means that the electrode surface IS 

two-dimensional on a lllacroscopic lengt h scale. 

The cell is divided into five open subsystems when the surraces are 
separated from the remaining parts in this manner. The five subsystems. 
cO\lpled ill series. are the hulk anode 177.0!. the anode surface (,).0). rile' 
bulk electrolyte (e). the cathodc sm'face ".C) aud the hulk cathode (III.C), 

The surface thickne~5 ,i. is 1l5\lally one or a fe,,' Il21I10meters. The electrode 
and electrolyte hayc thid,lle,;se::, ill the CIll rauge. Thc of the cell. ~;. 
i~ then composcd of fin' pm'ts: 

The surface potclltial Jll111]l5 arc denoted hy ~;"'u ,md ~T-'<"'. \"hile the 
or her potential difference" reil'r to the extellsion of the Illct al imode. of 
the electrolyte alld of the metal cathode. re~peniyely. According to the 
nonequilibrium theory of surfaces. ,vc lllay hm'e jumps ill the temperature 
to the surface and acro::,,, the :mrfacc. The cell cmf is me21surcd between the 
temperatures. TO. c and TO. u . 

\\'c aim to gin' the hlllctiollal rel<,tiollships lwt\yeen ~y and the gra
dient:; in temperature and cheIllical potential across the cell. These rela
tionships are derived from the entropy production rates. or the dissipation 
functiolls for each pan of the cell. 
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Pig. 1. The concentration variation of Hg and:\" a across the anode surface. and 
the equimolar surface of Hg between:\" a (Hg) and 3" -alumina 

2. Dissipation Functions 

The dissipation function Te. determines the fiuxes and forces of the cell 
de GROaT and ).L-\ZCH ,Ch, :XIII. eq, 109). For the t\':o bulk electrode~, 
the most con,'enient form of the dissipation fUllction 15: 

T m em = JT/! DT _ .lr~1 
-'.' DJ' :\" a D.l' 

D-.:; 
ji-. 

U.C 

(7) 

Here -dT / d:c is the conjugate force of the absolute entropy fiux J~/, The 
absolute mass fiux, .l~;L, which is sodium diffusion fiux aml :;odiulll fiow, lws 
the conjugate force -dp~:i and the eiccrric currcl!t lws as the conjugate 
force the electric field, -ely/d.f. The dissipation funcrioll. TffY. for the 
bulk electrolyte 15: 

DT . D~,-_.le _) . 
.' D.l' D.l' 

{Si 

The dissipation functioll for Cl :'1lrface is fmllld ill terms of ('XC(~"s('s of rlw 
"arious densities in the layer of thickncss S. Gradients arc imcgratecl across 
S. so all forces are therefore given as differences between the larger and 
smaller .{'-values of the variahles. The expression for the allode surface is [2. 
3]: 

(9) 
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The driving forces for J;:"a and J:.a are _i::lT m.a and _i::lT e.a , respectively, 
where i::lT m.a = Ts,a _Tm,a is the difference benveen the surface temperature 
and the temperature close to the surface on the metal side. and i::lTe,a = 
Te,a T s.a is the difference between the temperature close to the surface on 
the electrolyte side and the surface temperature. The mass flux, J~,a, is 
finite out of the metal. with the conjugate force _i::lf1~n.,a = -(f1~': - ~l,:;a). 
The electric force at the surface is _i::l y s .a . 

For the cathode the variables are defined similarly [2, 3]: 

j e.c'Te.c jm,c" m,c '.\ s.c 
• S Ll - ':-;a '-'.f1:-;a - J!..:>.Y .. (10) 

\Ye have chosen the same positive direction for the forces for both electrodes, 
so there is a sign shift in the forces of Eq. (10) compared to those of Eq. (9). 
giving i::lTm,c = Tm,c _ TS'c. i::lT e.c = ys,c T e.c. i::lf1':t = f1~~c - f1~'~' 

3. The Cell EMF 

3.1. The emf Conh'ibtilions from the Bulk of the Electrodes 

The flux equations for the bulk metal are according to Eq. (/): 

m dT _ L171 clPc.:a 171 dy 
-Lss 5" Lso-, d.L' ,.. ch ,.. d.l' 

T1l dT m dPc.:a LT1l cly 
-L",- - L I111 -- I' 0 • 

,..0 d.l' d.r .,.. d.l' 

T1l dT m dPc.:a T1l dy 
- L 0< - L 01' -- - Loo 

.,-' d.e '" d.l' "'.,.. d.l' J 

The transference coerncieut of ::\ a. t~'a' is defined by: 

LT1l 
1'';-

Ll~l 0 

r':-' 

(11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

( 14) 

Electrons conduct charge in the bulk of the electrode. :Hter ::\a is produced 
in the cathode surface. it flO\\'s into the Hg. at a rate proportional to the 
electric current. This leads to t~~ (in mol C- 1

): 

.Ill _ 1 
'c.:a - F 

The Peltier coefficient of the metal. ;-;lll. is defined by [i. 8]: 

m 
" ( J~n ) T -~-

. .J dT/d.r=O. d/fc.:,jd.r=O 
T 

L~l,;-

(15) 

(16) 
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This Peltier coefficient (given in Volts) is given by the reversible heat trans
ported by the electrons and the ?\a flow 

_,.,m = T(S*_ I Sm \ 1 
. eT," )- . 

. ,0. F (11) 

The transported entropy of the electrons. 5;_, is small. The contribution to 
the cell em! from the anode is obtained by integrating Eq. (13) for j = O. "-e 
integrate from the contact point of the potentiometer To. a to T m.a and p~'~' 
to p';!;a. The chemical potentials have been given the same superscripts as 
their corresponding temperature. By introducing Eqs. (14)-(17) we obtain 
for the anode: 

(IS) 

O . . 1 l' In! - In! " l' 1 I 1 tl 1 nsagers reClproca re atlOns. ji -ij' were app lee. n t le ca· 10C e 
metal phase we have accordingly: 

(19) 

In the case of pure sodium metal. the entropy term will cancel our the 
chemical potential term and we are left v;ith the small contribution from the 
transported entropy of the electrons. The potential profile in the electrodes 
will then be essentially fla t . 

.'1.2. The cm! Contribution from the Electrolyte 

The flux equations from the dissipation function (S) are next written for 
3/1-alumina: 

(:20 ) 

) (:21 ) 

The phenomenological coefficients for the electrolyte have superscript c. The 
Peltier coefficient for the electrolyte. Ti"e. is defined by: 

(J':) T --'"-
. ) dT/d.r=O 

(:2:2 ) 
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The Peltier coefficient is given by the temperature times the entropy trans
ported by ?\ a + a\vay from the surface: 

x 1 
= TS:-;a+ F (23) 

'Ve integrate Eq. (21) for j ;:;:: O. from the temperature at the anode side, Ta,e. 
to the temperature at the cathode side. T c.e using Eq. (22) and Onsager's 
reciprocal relation. The result is the 

contribution to the emf from the electrolyte: 

(24) 

The transported entropy in Eq. (24) is positive. The electric potential con
tribu tion to the emf from the transp on of ::'\ a + through 3" -alumina from 
a low temperature Tea to a high temperature Tf.·c is then negative from 
Eq. (24). 

3.3. The emj Contl'ib'ution from the Anode Su.rface 

There are four independent nuxes at each electrode surface. according to 
the dissipation functions. For the anode. the nux equations from Eq. (9) 
are: 

.1;".a -L ~~1711 ~Tm,a La ~Te,a La ~ m.a La ~ s.a (2.j) - - mll'!J:-;'; - Tn..p f;; . Tnt 

.1:.a -L~1Jl~T7l1·([ L~e ~Te.a La ~ m.a - La ~,s.a (26) Ell fl:-;o e.; Y . 

.1~;,'(] _Lll ~Tm.(! L" ~TE.CI La ~ fm.a L~:.,::~;; 
.5,(1 (21) - -

J11l1 - pt fill I :-;" 
_La ~TI)L(1 La_ ~Tc.u La ~ rn.a L~.,::~": 

8,0 (28) J - -
';111 - r t. .,:: If f.1"" 

where 2;..,:,.a i~ the cUlltributioll that we are seeking. The interpretations 
of the phenomenological coefficients. L i~i' for the surface follow those of 

the bulk coefficients . Their climensionality is the climensionality of the 
corresponding bulk coefficient cli,'idec! hy Ill. The transference coefficient for 
::'\ a is defined hy: 

(29) 

The definition of t~',:(1 differs from r ha t of t~~. The bulk nux of sodium enters 
both definitions. but the conditions for the coefficient determination vary. 
as indicated by the subscripts of definitions (14) and (29). ::'\e\'ertheless the 
value of the transference coefficient. is the same as for the bulk metal: 

1 

F 
(30 ) 
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The Peltier coefficients of the surface are defined by: 

and 

7T TIl ,Q == TT72,a ~ 
(

lln.a) 

) ::.T"'."=::.T,.a=o, ::'{l~,~a=o 

These Peltier coefficients haye the values: 

iT T7l
•
a = TT7l,a ( 

and 

1 
...L Sln,a l _ 

, ;\0 F 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

The contribution to the cell emf from the anode surface is now. from Eq. (28) 
for j = 0, using Eqs. (29-34): 

6T m .u 

Tm.a 

TlTl,a j. _ S~·a,,-(Te.a _ T 8 .a ) _ (II~'.~ m.a, 
;\0' r"o-P;\a)' 

(35 ) 
This equation sho\\'s that thermal and chemical equilibrium between the 
surface and the bulk materials gIve zero surface potential for j ;::::; O. as 
expected. 

. The cmf ContributlOl! from the Cathode SUTface 

The flux equations for this surface han: the same form as those for the 
anode. The aansference coefficient for sodium is clefillccl by: 

(36 ) 

=0 

Sodium does not conduct charge into the electrode. but flows into rhe elec
trode. at a rate proportional to the current density. so the transferellce 
coefficient of ::\ a equals: 

.:.lll.C , ;\" 

1 

F 
The Peltier coefficients of the cathode are: 

In " 
" = Tm.c(s,: 

1 _ Srn.c 1_ 
;\a 'F 

(:3, ) 

(3S) 
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~e,c _ Te,cS"c ~ 
,,- :'-:a+ F' 
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(39) 

The same expressions for the transport coefficients are obtained for both 
surfaces. The electric potential contribution from the cathode surface is 
accordingly: 

_nz.c _e.c 
__ ii __ 0.T 17l •c _ _ h_L::,T e.c 

TI11·c Tee 

(40 ) 

F 0.,::s.c = -(S;_ + S~~·c)(Tm,c - Ts.eJ - S~~\ (T s,c - r·C
) (f.L~;c - fJ~·~). 

Expressions (35) and (40) for the surface contributions to the em! are valid 
111 stationary state or not . 

.'3.5. The Total em! of the Cell 

The fh'e separate contributions to the cell em! haye now been identified and 
discussed. It remains to comb in': them. 

(41 ) 

This is the geueral expression for the em! in the stationary as well as in the 
!loll-stationary case. 

(411 can he reduced ru da~sical expressiolls for the em! \"hen the 
chemical potential of:\"a in the sllrfClce is blOwn. The present cell has a fixed 
c!c'nrolyte, the:\" -conductor -alumina. ,-\t a giyeu oxygcn prbsure, 
the surface scarc for :\"a ill cOIltan with the electrolyte is uniquely defined 
through the equilihrium: 

(-12) 

This equiliiJrill111 was recently cli,;cussed b~' :\".\FE [10] III relation to the 
stability of ./I-alulllilla as an ion conductor. The electrolyte, as \,;ell as 
the :,ur-face. h1\ye no cOlllpositiolwl degrees of freedom (at a gin"n oxygen 
pres~ure) accordiug to rllis equilibrium. \\'e lllay therefore anywhere in the 
electrolyti' take (Jut a cro::,::,-scctiOll uf the material and obtain the same 
surface swte for adsorb cd :\"a in equilibrium with the ceramic material. It is 
likely that a temperature difference ha::: a negligible influence on the different 
surface states 0\'('1' a certain temperature interyal. This leach to the relation: 

(-i3 ) 
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\Vhen the oxygen pressure is changed. a new chemical potential of::\"a results. 
It is not likely that this condition changes. when the electric current density 
through the system is small. (The presence of a large electric current may. 
howe'"eL alter the value of the chemical potential in the surface. This was 
one of our assumptions for the derivation of the overpotential of an electrode 
surface [3].) With this condition we see that Eq. (41) reduces to Eq. (2) in an 
isothermal cell. Eq. (3) is obtained in the absence of temperature jumps at 
the electrode surfaces. when To. a = TO. c . but with a temperature difference 
between the electrode surfaces. 

OUI" cell potential is obtained by integrating the electric field of :\Iaxwell's 
equations across the electrode. electrode surface and part of the electrolyte 
[1]. It is as such uniquely defined. The results shown for the simple case 
chosen here can of course be generalized. Concepts like inner and outer 
potentials [9] are not needed for the calculation of the electric field given hy 
the \Iaxwell equations. which arc the basis of our deri,"ation [1. I]. 

S.6. Hal! Cell Putential" 

Classical electrochemistry uses the half cell potential for electrochemical 
tables. Eq. (41) contains nlriables which are suitahle for a diyision into half 
cell potentials. The half cell potential of Oilr cell. is first determined by 
dividing the em! contribution of the electrolyte into two parts. separated 
by the temperature Th. \\"e then define: 

and 
'.I~ ye.h .I~ TC'c. (40) 

Eq. (44) gin's the cell cm! as the right haud side ]lotelltial llllllUS the lefr 
hand side potential. as is COl1l111011 ill clccrrochcmistry. By addiIlO; the )l0-

tential contributions from 0 to Iz. wc li,;\"(' the anode half cdl potcmial. 

F 6.,;" 

I) 

T""") 

The cathode half cell potential is similarly: 

(),(, .";;J' 

II::-:a - P::-:a) 

(48) 
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Eqs. (41) and (48) represent reduction potentials according to Eq. (44). Half 
cell potemials can, according to this procedure. be computed accurately. For 
a critical analysis of the concepts of absolute electrode potentials we refer 
to REISS [9] and references therein. 

4. Numerical Calculations and Results 

Transport coefficients of the bulk materials and of the surfaces are needed 
to do the calculations described above. \\"hile the transport coefficients for 
the bulk ma ter-ials were obtained from the literat ure (for dat a. see below). 
the surface coefficients must be guessed. The coefficients of the surface 
are gi,-en per unit surface area. They deviate from the coefficients for the 
bulk materials if they deviate from the bulk value divided by the surface 
thickness. 

One way to circumvent the guess of the diffusion coefficient from the 
metal TO the ~\ll-face is to assign a value' for the chemical potential of :\a in 
the surface. \\-e hm-e chosen: 

') 
(49) 

\\-e have this freedom because the surface chemical potentials do not affecr 
the cm! and the temperature profiles in the present case. In the metal. the 
chemical potential is given by: 

(50) 

where IS the standard chemical potential (at 1 bari ,me! is the 
~odiulll actiyity. The data compiled by :\_~FE [le) indicate that the sodium 
ani,-i,y i:, smaller than one for .Y'-alumina in air for a range of temperatures 
whcIl :,odilllll is ill the liquid state. This Ille,Hb tl!at the assulllptioll by 
E'l. (49) probably overestimates the value of the snrface chemical putential. 
It ITlllaill"; trut'_ 11O\\,('\"e1'. tlwr ,he cliffeH:llce hetweell the :,odiulll chemical 
jloif'lltial at the ,.;urface aIld ill the bulk of the electrode is large_ ,me! that 
our yalue,.;. though qualitatiye. iitill giyt' a realistic illustration of the size of 
these jUlllpS. 

The following model was used for thc surface heat conductiyities: 

(51) 

The re1atiyc conducti\"ity factor k was takcn to be unity III the first case. 
This mUlll;; that the "urface behan's as the adjacent bulk phase. In the 
s('ccllld and third ca;;e. the s\ll·face cOlHlucri\"ities \\'("1'(' multiplied hy /.'=10-5 
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and k=10- 9 , respectively. The second choice was moti\'ated by excess co
efficients from earlier work H], The electric resistance of the surface is not 
needed for em! calculations (the current density is zero). The cross coupling 
coefficients ImE' lpe and lpm for the surfaces ,yere always neglected in the 
calculations. 

\re took the temperature in the cathode constant. The temperature 
profile was otherwise allowed to change according to the flux equations (11)
(13), (20), (21) and (25)-(28). This situation can be compared to the case 
where heat is flowing from a thermostatted cathode and cathode surface. 
through the electrolyte to the anode. The energy flux through the cell 
leads to a variation in the temperature of the surfaces and their adjacent 
temperatures. \Ve used the surface thickness 0 = 1 nm. and an energy flux 
.le 10 3 .J m-2 s-1. 

The thermal conducti\'ities of :\a and of 3// -alumina werc taken from 
.Janaf and \'. SharivkeL 78 and 2.3 .J s-1 K- 1 m. respecti\'ely, When To. a= 
"'[33 K and (TC,O T a.o ) is HO K. the emf is equal to 29.-±0 m\' [11]. The 
Thomson coefficient is unknown for :\ a + transport. and was mostly set equal 
to the heat capacity of :\a, ..,[.3 .J K- 1 11101- 1 (J.,\:'\.-\f j. 

Table 1. EHect of heat storage at the anode surface 011 cm! contributions deter
mination of transported entropy, 
The surface heat conductivity relativc to dlt' bulk heat conductivity is I,' 
for both sides of the anode surface. the em! is 29.40 m\'. TO. c To.a 
1"'[0 K. T = cp.~a' The electrodes are pure sodium. 

Backup efl'ects of heat at the allode surface 011 tile cOIlt!'iburiolls 
were first investigated. see Table 1. Such L),jcklljl may take place v;hell the 
surface has a large excess resistance to hear coudunioll (had matcrial ('OIl

tact j. The temperature profile across rhe cell and the transported elltropy. 

S~,,+, and the contrihutions ro the w('r(' calculated. for j, = 1. and 

10-9 . see Fig". 2 . . 'j and Table 1. Fig. ;; gin's a typical profile !()r data ~('t 
2. while Fig. ,'] is a close-up of the temperature profile ill tht, anode for ;sets 
1-3 (see Table 1). 

Fun her calculations wer(:' performed to :sce whet her the Thom~oll co
efficient (the deriYatiYe of the transportt'd f'lltropy witl! respect to the tClll-
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perature). could be obtained from the functional relationship between the 
emf and (TC,O - Ta,O). The em! contributions were not sensitive to doubling 
the value of the Thomson coefficient and the transported entropy changed 
from 54.13 to 54.21 J E- 1 mol- 1 upon this change. This is small compared 
to experimental uncertainties. 

:-Iercury was introduced into the sodium electrodes to change the ac
tivity of sodium in the electrodes. A small contribution to the em! from 
the Soret effect in the metal. bet\veen 0.006 and 0.010 mY. resulted. Also. 
we found that intr:oduction of mercury into the electrode lowers the entropy 
and increases the contributions from the electrode to the emf. 

5. Discussion 

The numerical results. which show the new method at work. will be discussed 
first. After this we shall compare our method to classical nonequilibrium 
thermodynamics methods, and comment the new theoretical insights. 

5.1. Nmn erical Results 

The results of the investigation of heat storage in the anode are shown in 
Table 1 and in Pig:;. 2 and 3. The temperature gradient across the electrolyte 
is ahvays linear. In the anode bulk. the temperature is (nearly) constant 
because of the high conductivity of the metal. The temperature jumps at 
the surface are negligible for k 1 as expected. The\- remain insignificant 
for k = 10-'). For'~I, '-' 10-9 a large juml; is seen, TI;is means tha; surface 

coefficients \\'hich hane excess vahles of the order of 10-5 are not able to 
gin' suhstautial excess heat in the surface. \\'e h<-1\'e chosen I, 10-5 . which 
IS pro ba bly more realistic. for the fun her calculations. 

The chemical potential difference of the metals hetween the two sides 
lS clue to the different temperatures (the enU'opic contribution). and. as 
the model Eg. i 49) prescribes. the difference is cli\'ided eqllall~' between the 
surfaces. The electric potential profile \'aries across the cell according to the 
temperature profile and the changes in the chemical potentials. The electric 
potential profile is thus linear in the electrolyte. (nearly) constant in the 
metal and has jUlllPS at the surfaces. see Fig. 2. The chemical potential 
differences between the surfaces and the electrodes gi\'e the main pan of 
the electric potential jump across the snrfaces. The numerical results for 
the electric potential profile are as expected: the Soret effect gin's a slllall 
contributiol!, changes in the acti\'ity of the bulk electrodes alter the surface 
contributions. 

Table 1 also shO\\'s that the determillation of' S~,,+ is not sensiti\'e to 
the temperature profile across the electrolyte. This i~ ,;() bec(lu:;e the Peltier 
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coefficients for the bulk materials and the surface are always the same. The 
temperatures TO. c and To. a are normally measured inside the electrodes of 
the cell. as close to the interface as possible [11]. \Ye see that the position 
is not critical when S~a+ is not sensitive to the temperature profile. 

The change obtained in S~a+ by changing the Thomson coefficient is 
well within the experimental uncertainties. As a consequence. a seemingly 
linear relationship between ~.p and (T c,o T Cl

•
O

) does not contain accurate 
information about the Thomson coefficient. at least for the temperatures 
chosen here. A straight line obsen'ed 'when the emf is plotted against i::;.T. 
up to i::;.T as large as maybe 100 K. can be explained by these features. 

In order to use Eq. (3) as a simplification of Eq. (-H) we found that it is 
imperative that the entropies are evaluated at the mean temperature of the 
cell. however. A.GAR [13]. and KEC:\I:\G and EETEL\AR [14] recommended 
that !::"'T should not be too large. so tha t !::"'.p / i::;. T can be rela ted to the mean 
temperature of the cell. \\-ith our expression (41). there are no limitations 
on the magnitude of the experimental temperature difference that is used. 
Empirical fits. used so far for thermoelectric powers. can be replaced by 
Eq. (41). 

5.2. Electric Potential Jumps at the Electrode Sur/Clce 

The central point in this work has been to show. by a theoretical method 
of analysis which is new in electrochemistry [2] H]. that a more general 
expression for the electric potential of a cell is obtainable. This expression 
contains jumps in the electric potential at the electrode surfaces. mainly 
because there is a difference in the chemical potenrials of the reactant at 
the surface aud ill th(' bulk of the electrode. \Ye are builcliug heavily on 

in our analysis. 
and adcling t\,;O clclnenr;-:; to their presentation: the :-;urfacf' a:-: et separate' 
thcrmoclyumnic ~y5te!ll wide it::; o\\'n intensive vari,:bles. and the choice of 
neutral COlllp()Ilellt~ (see spparate discus:,ioll twlo\\' i· 

The potPlltial jll111PS are given for ,1 simple cell. (11. but similar jumps 
arc preO:'cllt across all electrode :,urfaces. In addition TO the chemical poten
tial jumps. there are al"o temperature jUlllPS. Hlthough of minor significance 
in an emf experimcnt (sce Fig . .'3 for k 10-"1. The meanillg of the jump 
in the variables is that the surface and the adjacent bulk materials are not 
in chemical or thermal equilibrium. The lack of equilibrium bet\\'een the 
phasei' also means that v:e hm'e Cl local dri\'ing force for the electrochemical 
reaction (':::;). This jlostlllation of Cl local driving force in the :"urface is new. 

The classical !lOllcquilihriuIl1 thermodynamic theory I has no net 
driving force for transport across the surface. The classical theory uses elec
trochemical equilibrium across the surface. For both electrodes. we have I 

-F ~., l'. (52) 
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for data sets 1-3. Table 1. 

\yhere ~.; refers to a difference in bulk ';<llnes across the surface. Eq. (52 i says 
that the chemical potemial difference of sodill111 ion is balallcecl hy Cl jump 
in the electrostatic potential across the surface. The temperature is taken 
a::; a continuous fnncrioll ac1'o::';s the surface. Eq. 02) llegle('t~ the :)urfHcc a:--: 
a thennoclYllamic system and assumes interface equilibrium. In Eq. (.,[11 we 
ha\"e a surface which is not in equilibrium with the tmlk electrolyte. The 
electrostatic potential difference is an equilibrium charge distrihurioll aCrD:'iS 

the junction. while our potential difference originates ill the lack of equi
librium bet\\'een the surface and the bulk metal. Equilihrium between the 
electrolyte and the surface was assumed in the special case trf'ated here. 
see Eq. (52). bur in general there may also be a lack of equilihrium he
l\yeen the sur-I"ace and the electrolyte. The classical approach allocates one 
temperature to the surface region. \\"hile our method may result in three 
different temperatures in the same region. In spite of these seemingly differ
em basic assumptions. our expression (41) reduces to the classical result:-. 
It is also COllllllon in theories of thermoelectricity to distill~llish het\\'eell 
interface cOllrrihlltions (so-called heterogeneous cOlltrihl.lti(JIl~) <llld hulk or 
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homogeneous contributions. a description \\"hich dates back to HO\\"ARD and 
LlDIARD [El]. Both such heterogeneous and homogeneous contributions are 
derived from a condition of zero net force as in Eq. (52). 

The addition of the surface as a separate thermodynamic system offers 
a tool for the analysis of reversible and irreversible terms in the cell potential 
in greater detail than before. In the present analysis. we addressed reversible 
terms only. In pre\'ious works [2] H]. \\-e found that the overpotential 
of an electrode contained the presently discussed reyersible cell potential 
contributions. in addition to irreversible terms. In these works we identified 
the electric potential jump at the surface. _u,;;s.c. with the overpotential. 
TIc. \\-ithin the context of an emf experiment. it is not appropriate to 

use the term oyerpotential for the surface potential contributions. since the 
overpotential traditionally has been linked to a loss of energy_ a dissipatiw 
process. \\-e haye therefore not used the name overpotential here. 

5.:3. The Choice of Components 

One ach-antage of using a number of neutral components according to tllf' 
phase rule in the description is that a mimimul1l representation i:; obtained 
which immediately shows the number of independent measurements to be 
made. It allows for Cl clear distinction between the tlwrmoclynamic leYf~l 

and the level of modelling molecular mechanisms in which all io!!s arC' cru
cial. The operational approach is iJ!(:\ependent of which charged species are 
really present. which lllay not 1)(' kllcJ\vn. The minimum represent a tion is 
fnftherlllore COll\"(--,Iliellt ht'CClU:)C' it gl'eatl~· redllce~ tilc) Illllllher of ()ll~ager 

()emCieIlr:-.:. 

6. Conclusion 

::\cmequilibrium thcnllodYllallli("~ theory I(JI" ~urfaccs ha,; bCCll further (leyel
oped for electrochcmical cells hy this work. The thcory_ which extend:; das::;i
cal irreversihle thermodynamics. ginos boundary conditions for the electrode 
surface. which mab'~ it possihle to find a ulliqul' oiolntioll for the electric field 
of :'IIaxwell"s cqnatious for rlw dectrochemical cell. Central yariahles of the 
theory \\"en' defined for practical applications. ::\umerical eXCllllples \,-ere 
used to show that the more detailed theory giye::; ne\,; iuformation. cyen for 
the very simple ca::;e cllO::;(~Il. The theory show::3 how to prodnce and inter
pret experimental results more accurately. This means that the new theory 
should 1w helpful !ll experimental design (me! understanding. 
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